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Abstract
We investigate the η photoproduction using the effective Lagrangian approach at the tree level.
We focus on the new nucleon resonance N∗(1675), which was reported by the GRAAL, CB-ELSA
and Tohoku LNS, testing its possible spin and parity states theoretically (JP = 1/2±, 3/2±). In ad-
dition, we include six nucleon resonances, D13(1520), S11(1535), S11(1650), D15(1675), P11(1710),
P13(1720) as well as the possible background contributions. We calculate various cross sections
including beam asymmetries for the neutron and proton targets. We find noticeable isospin asym-
metry in transition amplitudes for photon and neutron targets. This observation may indicate that
the new resonance can be identified as a non-strangeness member of the baryon antidecuplet.
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I. INTRODUCTION
After the first experimental report on the exotic baryon assigned as Θ+ from the LESP
collaboration at SPring-8 [1], there have been a large number of related experimental and
theoretical works to date. Among them, the GRAAL collaboration reported a new nucleon
resonance N∗(1675) from η photoproduction [2, 3]1. Their data show a narrow peak of
which decay width ΓN∗→ηN was estimated to be about 40 MeV. After the Fermi-motion
correction being taken into account, the width may become even narrower ∼ 10 MeV [5].
This narrow width is a typical feature for the pentaquark exotic baryons [6, 7, 8]. Moreover,
the production process of the N∗(1675) largely depends on its isospin state of the target
nucleons: A larger N∗(1675) peak is shown for the neutron target, while it is suppressed
for the proton one. Considering the fact that isospin-symmetry breaking is negligible at the
strongly interacting vertex, this large asymmetry comes mainly from the photon coupling.
Interestingly, N∗(1675) being assumed as a member of the baryon antidecuplet (10), this
large isospin asymmetry was well explained in the chiral quark-soliton model (χQSM) [9,
10]. In fact, it originates from the U -spin conservation in the photon coupling [11]. This
assymetry was emphasized once again experimentally in Ref. [12]. Recently, the Tohoku
LNS [13] and CB-ELSA [14] reported η photoproduction from the deuteron target, providing
the same conclusion on that behavior. Concerning the spin and parity, their assignments
are not yet determined unambiguously. Although the η-MAID has assumed JP = 1/2+ as
suggested by the χQSM [5], in our previous work [15], we have shown that JP = 1/2− was
equally possible in comparison with the experimental data.
In the present work, following Ref. [15], we would like to present a recent study on the η
photoproduction employing the effective Lagrangian approach in the Born approximation.
We include six nucleon resonances D13(1520), S11(1535), S11(1650), D15(1675), P11(1710),
P13(1720) in a fully relativistic manner. We ignore the contributions from N
∗(1680, 5/2)
and N∗(1700, 3/2) considered in Ref. [5] since their branching ratios to the ηN channel are
negligible. Nucleon pole terms and vector-meson exchanges are also taken into account as
backgrounds. In order to test the spin and parity of the new resonance, we investigate
the different four cases, JP = 1/2±, 3/2±. We utilize the phenomenological form factors in
terms of a gauge-invariant manner as done in Ref. [15, 16, 17]. As a result, we observe that
µγnn∗(1675) = 0.1 ∼ 0.2 and µγpp∗(1675) ' 0 for JP = 1/2± whereas µγnn∗(1675) = 0.01 ∼ 0.02
and µγpp∗(1675) ' 0 for JP = 3/2± to reproduce the GRAAL data qualitatively well. Here,
µγNN∗(1675) denotes the strengths of either magnetic or electric coupling between N and
N∗(1675). The present study seems to prefer the nucleon resonance of JP = 1/2±, but the
possibility of higher spin can not be completely excluded.
The present work is organized as follows: In Section II, we provide our formalisms for η
photoproduction. Differential cross sections and beam asymmetry being compared to the
GRAAL data are given in Section III and Section IV, respectively, with discussions. Final
section is devoted for summary and conclusion.
1 Recent analysis has shown that the mass of the new resonance is about 1.68 GeV [4].
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FIG. 1: Relevant tree-level diagrams for η photoproduction.
II. FORMALISM
In this section, we present our model for η photoproduction. In Figure 1 we show the
relevant tree-level diagrams for it schematically. The diagrams represent nucleon-pole (top)
and resonance (middle) contributions in s- (left) and u-channels (right). In addition we also
consider vector-meson exchanges (ρ and ω) in t-channel (bottom). The nucleon-pole and
vector-meson exchange terms are assigned as the background contributions. The effective
Lagrangians for the Yukawa vertices for the background contributions can be written as
follows:
LγNN = −eN¯/AN − i eκN
2MN
N¯σµνq
νAµN + h.c.,
LηNN = −igηNNN¯γ5ηN + h.c.,
LV NN = −gvV NNN¯/V N − i
gtV NN
2MN
N¯σµνq
νV µN + h.c..,
LγηV = egγηV
4Mη
µνσρF
µνV σρη + h.c., (1)
where γ, N , η and V stand for the fields of photon, nucleon, η meson and vector mesons
(ρ and ω), respectively. The e and κN denote the electric charge and anomalous magnetic
moment of the nucleon, respectively. Mh denotes the mass of the hadron h. The strength
of the relevant couplings are employed from the Nijmegen potential model [18] as shown in
Table I.
In the following we present the effective Lagrangians for the resonant contributions of
gηNN g
v
ρNN g
t
ρNN g
v
ωNN g
t
ωNN gρηγ gωηγ
0.47 2.97 12.52 10.36 4.20 0.89 0.192
TABLE I: Strong and photon couplings for the background contributions.
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spin 1/2, 3/2 and 5/2:
L1/2γNN∗ =
eµγNN∗
2(MN +MN∗)
N¯∗Γa5σµνF
µνN,
L3/2γNN∗ =
ieµγNN∗
MN∗
N¯∗µΘµν(C,D)Γb5γλNF
λν ,
L5/2γNN∗ =
eµγNN∗
M2N∗
N¯∗µαΘµν(E,F )γλΓa5(∂αF
λν)N,
L1/2ηNN∗ = −igηNN∗N¯Γγ5ηN∗,
L3/2ηNN∗ =
gηNN∗
Mη
N¯∗µΘµν(A,B)Γa5N, ∂
νη
L5/2ηNN∗ =
gηNN∗
m2η
N¯∗µνΘµδ(A,B)Θνλ(C,D)Γb5N∂
δ∂λη, (2)
where the spinors for spin-3/2 and spin-5/2 fermions are defined by the Rarita-Schwinger
formalism [19, 20] as given in Appendix. Moreover, as for the Lagrangians with the higher
spins (3/2 and 5/2), it is necessary to take into account the off-shell parameter due to the
point-transformation invariance [21]:
Θµν(A,B) = gµν +
[
1
2
(1 + 4B)A+B
]
γµγν . (3)
Considering the gauge-invariance [22], we take A = −1, we can rewrite Eq. (3) as follows:
Θµν(X) = gµν +Xγµγν , X = −
(
B +
1
2
)
. (4)
One can refer to the related topics for determining the off-shell parmaters thoretically in
Refs. [22, 23]. In the present work, we set the off-shell parameters to be zero for simplicity.
This choice, however, not bad, since resonance contributions become important only near
their on-mass shells. The parity of the resonances are controlled by the matrices Γa5 and Γ
b
5:
Positive parity : Γa5 = 14×4, Γ
b
5 = γ5,
Negative parity : Γa5 = γ5, Γ
b
5 = 14×4. (5)
We determine the strengths of the strong couplings for the resonance of spin n/2 (n =
1, 3, 5) using the decay width ΓN∗→ηN as input:
g
n/2
ηNN∗ =
 2(n+ 1) piMN∗Mn−1η
C2n |Pf |n
(√
M2N + |PηN |2 − Π sin
(
npi
2
)
MN
) ΓN∗→ηN

1
2
, (6)
Cn stands for the Clebsch-Gordan coefficient for the spin transition N → N∗ where C1,3,5 =
1,
√
2/3,
√
2/5. The three momentum of the particles in the final state (η and N), |Ph1h2| is
deinfed by
|Ph1h2| =
(M2N∗ −M2h1 +M2h2
2MN∗
)2
−M2h2
 12 . (7)
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The photon coupling to the resonances (µγNN∗ ) can be computed by [19]:
eµ
1/2
γNN∗ = ±
[
MN∗MN
|PγN |
] 1
2
|AN∗1/2|,
eµ
3/2
γNN∗ = ±SN
∗
3/2
√√√√ 6MNM3N∗
(3M2N∗ +M
2
N) |PγN |
[
(AN
∗
1/2)
2 + AN
∗
3/2)
2
]1/2
eµ
5/2
γNN∗ = ∓SN
∗
5/2
√√√√ 10MNM5N∗
(2MN∗ +M2N) |PγN |3
[
(AN
∗
1/2)
2 + (AN
∗
3/2)
2
]1/2
. (8)
Here, we account for the experimental fact that there is no strong correlation observed
between A3/2 and A1/2. Thus, we ignored the interference between them in Eq. (8). The
sign of the coupling is determined by the dominant contribution using the following relations:
SN
∗
n/2 = sign(A
N∗
1/2) θ(h
N∗
n/2) + sign(A
N∗
3/2) θ(−hN
∗
n/2),
hN
∗
3/2 = |AN
∗
1/2| −
1√
2
MN
MN∗
|AN∗3/2|, hN
∗
5/2 = |AN
∗
1/2| −
1√
3
MN
MN∗
|AN∗3/2|, (9)
where θ is the Heaviside step function. In Table II we list all phenomenological input for the
strong and electromagnetic couplings for the relevant resonances in 1.7 GeV <∼ Ecm <∼ 1.9
GeV. Note that all the strong coupling strengths are determined in order to reproduce
the total and differential cross section data for the proton target [34] without the new
resonance, since it was already shown in our previous work [15] that the contribution from
p∗(1675) was negligible. We also fixed the photon couplings from the helicity amplitudes,
listed in Table II [24]. However, as for F15(1680), we take relatively small values for the
proton but large ones for the neutron, respectively, in order to obtain our numerical results
compatible to the experimental data of Ref. [2, 3]. Note that we have excluded D13(1700)
considering its negligible branching ratio decaying to ηN . We note that the branching ratio
for D15(1675) is much smaller than that used in the usual η-MAID analyses ∼ 17% [5]. We
use ΓN∗(1675) ' 40 MeV and ΓN∗(1675)/ΓN∗(1675)→ηN ' 0.25 for the new resonance as done in
the previous work [15]. This choice is also equivalent to take the Fermi-motion correction
into account, resulting in the smearing of the decay width [25].
The invariant amplitudes at the tree level can be evaluated straightforwardly using the
effective Lagrangians given in Eqs. (1) and (2):
iMs = egηNN
s−M2N
u¯(p2)γ5
[
FNs /k1 + Fc(/p1 +MN) +
κNF
N
s
2MN
(/k1 + /p1 +MN) /k1
]
/u(p1),
iMu = egηNN
u−M2N
u¯(p2)/
[
Fc(/p2 +MN)− FNs /k1 −
κNF
N
u
2MN
/k1(/p2 − /k1 +MN)
]
γ5u(p1),
iMt = −iegγηV F
V
t µνσρ
Mη (t−M2V )
u¯(p2)k
µ
1 
ν(k1 − k2)σ
[
gvV NNγ
ρ +
gtV NN
4MN
[/qγρ − γρ(/k1 − /p1)]
]
u(p1),
iM1/2s∗ =
eµγNN∗gηNN∗F
N∗
s
(MN +MN∗) [s−M2N∗ − iMN∗ΓN∗ ]
u¯(p2)γ5Γ
a
5(/k1 + /p1 +MN∗)Γ
a
5//k1u(p1),
iM3/2s∗ = −
iegηNN∗µγNN∗F
N∗
s
MN∗Mη
u¯(p2)Γ
a
5D
3/2
µν k
µ
2Γ
b
5γσ(k
σ
1 
ν − kν1σ)u(p1)
5
N∗ ΓN∗ ΓN∗→ηN/ΓN∗ An
∗
1/2 A
p∗
1/2 A
n∗
3/2 A
p∗
3/2
D13(1520) 115 2.3× 10−3 −0.059 −0.024 −0.139 0.166
S11(1535) 130 55 −0.043 0.072 · · · · · ·
S11(1650) 150 3 −0.041 0.037 · · · · · ·
D15(1675) 165 0.05 −0.043 0.011 −0.058 0.006
N∗(1675) 40 25 · · · · · · · · · · · ·
F15(1680) 130 1 0.080 -0.009 −0.040 0.015
D13(1700) 100 0.025 0.00 -0.018 −0.003 −0.002
P11(1710) 100 6.2 −0.002 0.009 · · · · · ·
P13(1720) 200 4 0.001 0.010 0.029 −0.011
TABLE II: Relevant inputs for numerical calculations: full decay width [MeV], branching ratio [%]
and helicity amplitude [GeV−1/2]. The new nucleon resonance is denoted by N∗(1675).
iM5/2s∗ = −
egηNN∗µγNN∗F
N∗
s
M2ηM
2
N∗
u¯(p2)Γ
b
5k
2µk2νD5/2µνρσγ
λΓa5k
1ρ
(
k1σλ − k1λσ
)
u(p1)
iM3/2u∗ = −
iegηNN∗µγNN∗F
N∗
u
MN∗Mη
u¯(p2)Γ
b
5γσD
3/2
µν (k
σ
1 
µ − kµ1 σ) Γa5kν2u(p1),
iM1/2u∗ =
eµγNN∗gηNN∗F
N∗
u
(MN +MN∗) [u−M2N∗ − iMN∗ΓN∗ ]
u¯(p2)Γ
a
5//k1(/k2 − /p1 +MN∗)γ5Γa5u(p1),
iM5/2u∗ = −
egηNN∗µγNN∗F
N∗
u
m2ηM
2
N∗
u¯(p2)γλΓ
a
5k1ν(k
µ
1 
λ − kλ1 µ)DµνσρΓb5k2σk2ρu(p1), (10)
where the Mandelstam variables are defined as s = (k1 + p1)
2, s = (k2 − p1)2 and t =
(k1 − k2)2. D3/2µν and D5/2µνσρ denote the spin-3/2 and-5/2 propagators, respectively, in terms
of the projections of the Rarita-Schwinger spinors (see Appendix):
D3/2µν '
/q +MN∗
q2 −M2N∗ − iMN∗ΓN∗
gµν ,
D5/2µνσρ '
/q +MN∗
q2 −M2N∗ − iMN∗ΓN∗
[
1
2
(TµσTνρ + TµρTνσ)
]
,
T µν = −gµν + q
µqν
M2N∗
. (11)
where q designates the momentum of the resonance. As indicated in Ref. [16, 17], we use the
simplified form for the spin-3/2 propagator as given in Eq. (11), since this form dominates
the low energy region. Similarly, as for the spin-5/2 propagator, we consider the dominant
contribution only.
Considering the extended structure of the hadrons (h), we introduce a phenomenological
form factor for the resonance and background contributions in a gauge-invariant manner [26,
27, 28, 29]:
F hx =
[
Λ4
Λ4 + (x−M2h)2
]m
, (12)
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where x denotes the kinematical channel as well as the Mandelstem variables (s, u, t). The
power m is chosen to be unity for the spin-1/2 and -3/2 cases, and two for the spin-5/2 ones.
This choice enables us to reduce unphysical behavior (monotonically increasing behavior
beyond Ecm ∼ MN∗) from the spin-5/2 propagator 2. To satisfy gauge invariance and
normalization condition of the form factor, we parameterize the form factor Fc as follows [26,
27, 28, 29]:
Fc = F
h
s + F
h
u − F hs F hu . (13)
We note that the amplitudes for the vector-meson exchange and resonant contributions are
gauge invariant. The cuf-off masses are determined such that the data are well produced:
ΛN∗ = 0.9 GeV, ΛN = 0.8 GeV, Λρ = 0.8 GeV, Λω = 1.2 GeV, (14)
III. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this Section, we provide numerical results for total and differential cross sections and
beam asymmetries. First, we show those for the total cross sections as functions of the
photon energy in the laboratory frame in Fig. 2 for the proton target (first and second
rows) and neutron target (third and fourth rows). The results are shown separately for each
spin-parity combination and the sign of µγNN∗ (J
P
sign = 1/2
±
± and 3/2
±
±) . When we turn
off the effects from the new resonance (µγpp∗ ≈ 0), the proton data are well reproduced.
This tendency is well compatible with estimations from the χQSM [10] and consistent with
our previous results [15]. On the contrary, as for the neutron target, we have varieties
in the shapes of the curves due to the interferences between the new resonance and other
contributions, depending on its spin, parity and sign(µγnn∗). We observe that there is
constructive interference for the cases of JPsign = 1/2
+
+, 1/2
−
− and 3/2
+
+, showing the peak
due to the new resonance N∗(1675). Note that the interference is mainly due to the new
resonance and the spin-5/2 resonances, F15(1680) and D15(1675). The absolute values of
the photon coupling are found to be |µγnn∗ | ≥ 0.1 for the spin-1/2 cases and |µγnn∗| ≥ 0.01
for the spin-3/2 ones, respectively, to provide clear peaks, indicating the evidence for the
new resonance.
In Figs. 3 and 4, we draw the results for the differential cross sections as functions of cos θ,
in which θ stands for the angle between the incident photon and outgoing kaon in the center
of mass (CM) frame, at a fixed photon energy Eγ = 800 and 1145 MeV, where experimental
data are available. At Eγ ≈ 800 MeV, which is almost the same with the threshold value,
we have rather flat curves dominated by s-wave contributions as shown in Fig. 3. Especially,
we can reproduce well the experimental data, taken from Refs. [34, 35], for the proton target
case. The neutron results are also dominated by the s-wave ones and do not depend much
on the spin and parity of the new resonance. As the photon energy increases, higher wave
contributions start to come into play as shown in Fig. 4 for Eγ ≈ 1145 MeV. Again, the
proton data are well reproduced. However, we have rather different shapes for the neutron
showing a bump structure in the backward scattering region −1 ≤ cos θ ≤ −0.5. We verified
2 We note that there have been several methods to remedy this unitarity breaking problem including the
Blatt-Weisskopf penetration factor and introducing phenomenological off-shell parameters [19, 30, 31, 32].
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that these bumps are due to the F15(1680) contribution. Note that the dependence on J
P
sign
is not so obvious again for all the spin-parity cases.
In Figs. 5 and 6, We show the differential cross sections with respect to the center of
mass (CM) energy at fixed angle θ = 140 and 65 degrees, respectively. The experimental
data for the neutron and proton targets are taken from Ref. [4]. Our results for the proton
target slightly deviate from the data at θ ≈ 140◦ as shown in Fig. 7, although the energy
dependence beyond ECM ≈ 1750 MeC, as well as the total cross section at the entire energy
region are reproduced well. In contrast, the neutron data are well reproduced for the cases
of JPsign = 1/2
+
+, 1/2
−
− and 3/2
+
+ as in the cases for the total cross section results. It turns out
that |µγnn∗| ≈ 0.1 ∼ 0.2 for the spin-1/2 cases and |µγnn∗ | ≈ 0.01 ∼ 0.02 for the spin-3/2
ones are appropriate to reproduce the observed peak. It is worth mentioning that, as for the
JP = 1/2+ case, the estimated value of |µγnn∗| is consistent with the result of the χQSM [10].
Focusing in the forward scattering region θ ≈ 65◦ as shown in Fig. 6, our results for the
proton target are overestimated in comparison to the experimental data. Interestingly, since
the effects of F15(1680) and D15(1675) become stronger for the neutron target at this angle,
the peak around ECM ≈ 1.7 MeV becomes as high as that of S11(1535). Thus, it is not easy
to find a clear evidence for the new resonance in the forward scattering region.
Finally, we would like to discuss the beam asymmetry for the present reaction process,
which is defined as follows:
Σ =
[
dσ
dΩ‖
− dσ
dΩ⊥
]
×
[
dσ
dΩ‖
+
dσ
dΩ⊥
]−1
. (15)
Here the subscript ‖ denotes that the polarization vector of the incident photon is parallel
to the reaction plane, and vice versa for ⊥. From this definition, electric dominance of the
photon coupling (E) gives Σ ∼ +1 whereas magnetic one (M) does Σ ∼ −1. We show our
results in Figs. 7 and 8 as functions of θ at a fixed photon energy Eγ = 870 and 1051 MeV
for the same JPsign. In the vicinity of the threshold (Eγ ≈ 870 MeV), the proton data are well
reproduced showing a positive bump at around θ = 90◦ which indicates that the electric
photon coupling prevails. The bump structures are slightly shifted to the forward angle for
the neutron target case, because of the effects from the spin-5/2 resonance contributions.
However, from the beam asymmetry results, we can not see clear evidence for the new
resonance. As the energy grows (Eγ ≈ 1051 MeV), the numerical results start to deviate
from the experimental data for the proton as shown in Fig. 8; the theory is almost symmetric,
while the experiment asymmetric and entitled to the forward scattering region. We consider
that this deviation may result from unknown resonances, which are not taken into account
here. Interestingly, although the results for the neutron are all similar to each JPsign case, the
beam asymmetry becomes negative, resulting from the strong interference between the new
resonance and F15(1680).
IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
We have investigated the η-meson photoproduction in an effective Lagrangian approach
where the scattering amplitude was computed in the Born approximation. Following our
previous work, we studied the role of the new nucleon resonance at round Ecm ∼ 1.675
GeV testing its possible spin and parity theoretically, considering 1/2± as well as 3/2±.
In addition to this resonance, we considered six other nucleon resonances, i.e. (D13(1520),
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S11(1535), S11(1650), D15(1675), P11(1710), P13(1720)), and nucleon-pole and vector-meson
exchange contributions as backgrounds. All coupling strengths were determined by available
experimental data and those obtained in the Nijmegen potential. Gauge invariance was
satisfied explicitly via appropriate form factor schemes.
Total and differential cross sections were computed and compared with the experimen-
tal data. In generl, the data for the proton were well reproduced without the new reso-
nance contribution, while for the neutron data with that for J+sign = 1/2
+
+, 1/2
−
− and 3/2
+
−.
Moreover, it turned out that the interferences between the new resonance and the spin-5/2
resonant contributions (F15 and D15) were crucial for the neutron target. We estimated
|µγnn∗| ≈ 0.1 ∼ 0.2 for the spin-1/2 cases and |µγnn∗ | ≈ 0.01 ∼ 0.02 for the spin-3/2 ones
to reproduce the peak at ECM ≈ 1675 MeV. However, it was not easy to determine the spin
and parity of the new resonance unambiguously within the present framework.
From these observations, the new resonance can be considered as N∗(1/2±, 3/2+) along
with the estimated strengths of µγNN∗ at best in the present work. This is the same conclu-
sion as in our previous work, in which the spin-3/2 cases were not taken into account. Among
three possibilities of the spin and parity of N∗(1675), it is interesting to adopt JP = 1/2+,
since our reaction study implies a photon coupling which is consistent with the prediction
of the chiral quark-soliton model. The photon coupling that vanishes for the proton reso-
nance is a general consequence of SU(3) flavor symmetry when the resonance is identified
as a member of the antidecuplet pentaquark baryons. Experimentally, we still need further
information in order to establish that the peak structure in the deuteron target is the real
one from the new resonance. Once it will be done, we will be able to make another step
forward to exotic hadron spectroscopy.
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Appendix
A. Rarita-Schwinger vector-spinor
We can write the RS vector-spinors according to their spin states (3/2 and 5/2) as follows:
• Spin 3/2
uµ(p2,
3
2
) = eµ+(p2)u(p2,
1
2
),
uµ(p2,
1
2
) =
√
2
3
eµ0(p2)u(p2,
1
2
) +
√
1
3
eµ+(p2)u(p2,−
1
2
),
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uµ(p2,−1
2
) =
√
1
3
eµ−(p2)u(p2,
1
2
) +
√
2
3
eµ0(p2)u(p2,−
1
2
),
uµ(p2,−3
2
) = eµ−(p2)u(p2,−
1
2
). (16)
• Spin 5/2
uµν(p2,
5
2
) = eµ+e
ν
+u(p2,
1
2
),
uµν(p2,
3
2
) =
√
2
5
eµ+e
ν
0u(p2,
1
2
) +
√
1
5
eµ+e
ν
+u(p2,−
1
2
) +
√
2
5
eµ0e
ν
+u(p2,
1
2
)
uµν(p2,
1
2
) =
√
1
10
eµ+e
ν
−u(p2,
1
2
) +
√
1
5
eµ+e
ν
0u(p2,−
1
2
)
+
√
2
5
eµ0e
ν
0u(p2,
1
2
) +
√
1
5
eµ0e
ν
+u(p2,−
1
2
) +
√
1
10
eµ−e
ν
+u(p2,
1
2
)
uµν(p2,−1
2
) =
√
1
10
eµ+e
ν
−u(p2,−
1
2
) +
√
1
5
eµ0e
ν
−u(p2,
1
2
)
+
√
2
5
eµ0e
ν
0u(p2,−
1
2
) +
√
1
5
eµ−e
ν
0u(p2,
1
2
) +
√
1
10
eµ−e
ν
+u(p2,−
1
2
)
uµν(p2,−3
2
) =
√
2
5
eµ0e
ν
−u(p2,−
1
2
) +
√
1
5
eµ−e
ν
−u(p2,−
1
2
) +
√
2
5
eµ−e
ν
0u(p2,−
1
2
)
uµν(p2,−5
2
) = eµ−e
ν
−u(p2,−
1
2
). (17)
Here, we employ the basis four-vectors eµλ which reads:
eµλ(p2) =
(
eˆλ · p2
MB
, eˆλ +
p2(eˆλ · p2)
MB(p02 +MB)
)
,
eˆ+ = − 1√
2
(1, i, 0), eˆ0 = (0, 0, 1), eˆ− =
1√
2
(1,−i, 0). (18)
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FIG. 2: Total cross sections for the proton (first and second rows) and neutron (third and fourth
rows) as functions of the photon-laboratory energy in the laboratory frame.
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FIG. 3: Differential cross sections as functions of the scattering angle in the center of mass system
θ at Eγ ≈ 800 MeV for the proton (first and second rows) and neutron (third and fourth rows).
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FIG. 4: Differential cross sections as functions of the scattering angle in the center of mass system
θ at Eγ ≈ 1145 MeV for the proton (first and second rows) and neutron (third and fourth rows).
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FIG. 5: Differential cross sections as functions of the photon energy at θ ≈ 65◦ for the proton (first
and second rows) and neutron (third and fourth rows).
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FIG. 6: Differential cross sections as functions of the photon energy at θ ≈ 140◦ for the proton
(first and second rows) and neutron (third and fourth rows).
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FIG. 7: Beam asymmetries as functions of the scattering angle in the center of mass system θ at
Eγ ≈ 870 MeV for the proton (first and second rows) and neutron (third and fourth rows).
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FIG. 8: Beam asymmetries as functions of the scattering angle in the center of mass system θ at
Eγ ≈ 1051 MeV for the proton (first and second rows) and neutron (third and fourth rows).
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